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Stress-Tensor Commutators and Schwinger Terms· 
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AND 

S. DESERt 
Physics Department, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 

(Received 2 December 1966) 

We investigate, in local field theory, general properties of commutators involving Poincare generators 
or stress-tensor components, particularly those of local commutators among the latter. The spectral 
representation of the vacuum stress commutator is given, and shown to require the existence of singular 
"Schwinger terms" at equal times, similar to those present in current commutators. These terms are 
analyzed and related to the metric dependence of the stress tensor in the presence of a prescribed gravi
tatio~al field and some general results concerning this dependence presented. The resolution of the 
SchWInger paradox for the TPV commutators is discussed together with some of its implications, such as 
"nonclassical" metric dependence of TPv. A further paradox concerning the vacuum self-stress-whether 
the stress tensor or its vacuum-subtracted value should enter in the commutators-is related to the co
variance of the theory, and partially resolved within this framework. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE commutation relations among the generators 
(PP, JA") of the Poincare group, together with the 

existence of a unique normalizable vacuum state, 
require their vacuum expectation values to vanish. l 

Lorentz invariance also dictates the effect of these 
generators on any tensor, in particular on the sym
metric stress tensor T!lV itself, thereby placing require
ments on the vacuum expectation value of the latter. 
While the stress tensor does not in general vanish in the 
vacuum, one may of course define subtracted stresses, 
Tpv = T"V - (TPV). However, the commutator of any 
operator with T"v is equal to that with T!lV. In par
ticular, commutators such as i[J'OO(r), ]'O°(r')] are 
independent of whether ]'00 or Teo is used. This com
mutator, one of several which determine the Lorentz 
covariance of a theory,2.3 has the particularly simple 
form i[J'OO(r), J'OO(r')] = []'Ok(r) + TDk(r')]okb(r - r') 
for fields of spin ~ 1. The right-hand sides of such rela
tions, on the other hand, are clearly dependent on 
whether TPV or Tpv is used. We may see, in going 
symmetrically from the Poincare algebra, through 
relations of the type [Jllv, TA,,] to [T!lv, TAa], that the 
right sides are in fact independent of whether T!lV or 
Tpv is used, provided, as is required by Lorentz invari
ance, that (TPV) = -A.rtV (A. is constant, 'Yjpv is the 

• Supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and 
by U.S. Air Force, Office of Scientific Research Grant 368-65. 

t John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow, 1966-1967. 
1 This also follows from the absence of constant vectors or anti

symmetric tensors to represent the constants (PP) and (JPV). We use 
the notation (A) to denote the vacuum expectation value, where the 
vacuum is assumed to be unique, normalizable, and invariant under 
the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. 

I J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 117, 324 (1962); 130,406, 800 (1963). 
I P. A. M. Dirac, Rev~ Mod. Phys. 34,1 (1962). 

Lorentz metric). Conversely, the connection of the 
stress tensor commutators to the Poincare algebra 
will then also be verifiable in terms of either the 
original or the subtracted stresses. While these results 
are satisfactory, they are somewhat formal, for the 
usual evaluation of (T!lV) (even for free fields) yields 
a divergent, noncovariant result. (For example, the 
Maxwell field has T~ = 0, (TOO) > 0.) Taking this 
noncovariance literally implies that a Wick ordering 
must be performed not only on T!lV itself, but on all 
commutation relations involving TPV or the generators 
as well. This can be avoided by using extremely ad hoc 
prescriptions, which make (TPV) covariant. These 
prescriptions are closely related to the necessity (for 
reasons given below) of redefining T!lV as the limit of a 
spatially nonlocal operator. 

Independently of the operator commutators men
tioned above, the vacuum expectation values of local 
stress-tensor commutators ([TPV, TAa]) may be ex
pressed in Lehmann-Kallen (spectral) form solely on 
covariance grounds. Comparison with the operator 
expressions then implies, in addition to the above 
conditions on (TPV), the necessary presence of 
Schwinger terms4 [singular terms involving higher 
derivatives of b(r)] in the equal time T!lV commutators, 
in close analogy to the corresponding results for current 
commutators. The metric dependence (of a fully 
quantum nature) of TPV in an external gravitational 
field implied by these terms is discussed. This depend
ence is in addition to the "classical" one dictated by 
general covariance which is also treated here. We 
give both general results on metric dependence of 

• J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. Letters 3, 259 (1959). 
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Til" and also, in the canonical formulation of specific 
local fields, the explicit (classical) dependence on the 
components gOIl needed to evaluate the commutator 
expressions. 

II. COMMUTATORS INVOLVING GENERATORS 

Lorentz invariance is established in a field theory 
when the existence of Poincare generators can be 
demonstrated. What is often actually exhibited, in a 
manifestly covariant theory, is not the Poincare 
algebra of the (PIl, ]A") but rather their effects as 
generators of field transformations: 

i['Ij!(x), Pll] = a"'Ij!(x), (la) 

i['Ij!(x), JIl"] = (x"a" - xVa")'Ij!(x) + is''"'Ij!(x), (lb) 

the matrices SI'V realizing a finite dimensional repre
sentation of the Lorentz group. If Eqs. (1) hold for 
a complete set of fields 'Ij!, they define the generators 
uniquely to within an additive c number. We now 
invoke the group structure implicit in Eqs. (1) and 
observe that, by the Jacobi identity, the operators 
(PIl, JIlV) defined by the right-hand sides of 

i[P", PO] = 0, 

i[P", JM] = 1]"lP" - 1]""PA, 

(2a) 

(2b) 

generate the same Lorentz transformations [Eqs. (1)] 
as do (PIl, ]A"). The (P", JM) then differ at most by a 
c number from (P", ]A"); further, Eqs. (2), together 
with the existence of a unique (invariant) normalizable 
vacuum, require that (PI') = 0 = (JA"), but not, of 
course, that (PIl) = 0 = (]A"). The (P", JA") are com
pletely fixed by this requirement, for any other set 
would differ by a c number and hence not vanish in the 
vacuum. We may then, if we like, rewrite Eqs. (2) as 
the usual algebra of generators with vanishing vacuum 
values simply by putting bars over the (PIl, ]A") on the 
left sides: 

i[P", Pl] = 0, (3a) 

i[PIl, P"] = 1]1'''P'' - 1]1'''PA, (3b) 

i[JIlV, p"] = 1]""J". - 1]1'''p. + 1]v"p" - 1]."JI'''. (3c) 

We emphasize that Lorentz invariance requires 
not only the vanishing in the vacuum of the right 
sides of Eqs. (2) [or the members of the algebra of 
Eqs. (3)], but that the commutators on the left must 
automatically produce the correct (PIl, ]A") generators. 

Consider now the effect of the generators on an 
arbitrary symmetric second-rank tensor TIl·(x); the 

commutators must take the form 

i[P"(x), p l ] = alpV(x), (4a) 

i[PV(x), J;'''] = (xla" - x"al)p"(x) 

+ 1]1l'T"V(x) - 1]1l"TlV(X) 

+ 1]"lp"(X) - 1]""Tl'l(X). (4b) 

As before, the left sides of Eqs. (4) must vanish in the 
vacuum. For consistency then, Eq. (4a) requires that 
(TIlV) be constant, 

a"(T""(x» = 0 (Sa) 

while Eq. (4b) requires in addition that the constant 
be invariant, namely that 

(Sb) 

Equations (S) just express the well-known translation 
and rotation invariance requirements on the vacuum 
expectation of any local symmetric second-rank tensor. 
If, in particular, TIlV(x) is chosen to be the stress 
tensor of a local field theory,5 we see that Lorentz 
invariance [as expressed by Eqs. (4)] does not require 
that (TIlv(x» vanish, but only that it satisfy Eqs. (5). 
However, precisely the conditions expressed by Eqs. (5) 
are sufficient for the right sides of Eqs. (4) to have the 
same form in terms of TIl"(x) = TIl"(x) - (TIlV), as is 
easily verified. We may then write 

(6a) 

i[P·(x), JM] = (xla" - x"a")T""(x) + 1]""T"·(x) 

- 1]""T""(x) + 1]v"T""(x) - 1]v"TI'''(x). 

(6b) 

From Eqs. (6), one may now conclude that if the TI'· 
on the left are integrated6 to yield P" or JM [or if one 
puts TI'· on the left and integrates them to (PIl, JAD)] 
the corresponding integrals on the right are repre
sented by the correct (PIl, ]A") as required by Eqs. (2) 
or (3). [Some care must be taken in establishing this; 
if one starts from Eqs. (4) in terms of the original 
TIl· on the right, the required integrations by parts 
yield nonvanishing surface terms here since Til., 
unlike Til., does not vanish at infinity.7] 

6 Til" is not necessarily a local function of the canonical variables 
even if the Lagrangian is local (e.g., the Maxwell field with sources 
or the gravitational field). Even where TI'· is a local function, as for 
the free spin-two massless field, the commutator [T"O(r),TOO (r')], 
for example, is not necessarily local. See S. Oeser, J. Trubatch, and 
S. Trubatch, Nuovo Cimento 39, 1159 (1965). 

• The generators pll and J;''' can, of course, be written in terms of 
the stress tensor TI'V through the relations P" = f d8rT"ll(x), JM = 
f d8r[x l T""(x) - x"T°).(x)]. The same relations then obviously hold. 

1 We here assume that any physical system is sufficiently well 
localized that (XI)4TOV(x) -+ 0 as r ->- ao. This will insure that the 
generators (Pll, J).(1) have finite matrix elements between physical 
states. 
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III. STRESS-TENSOR COMMUTATORS 

We now consider a general set of local equal-time 
commutation relations8 among the PV(x) which, upon 
integration,6 yield the Poincare algebra, Eqs. (2) and 
(3), as well as Eqs. (4): 

i[J'OO(r), TOO(r')] = (TOk(r) + TOk(r'»oko(r - r') 

- foo.oO(r, r'), (7a) 

i[TOO(r), TOm(r')] = (Tmn(r) + TOO(r')(Jmn)on(J(r - r') 

- fOO,OTfl(r, r'), (7b) 

i[J'OO(r), Tmn(r')] = (_ooTmn(r) + TOm(r')on 

+ Ton(r')om)o(r - r') 

(7c) 

i[TOk(r), Tom(r')] = (TOm(r)ok + TOk(r')om)(J(r - r') 

- fOk,Om(r, r'), (7d) 

i[TOk(r), Tmn(r')] = (Tmn(r)(Jkl _ Tml(r')(Jnk 

- r1(r')(Jmk)ol(J(r - r') 

- fOk,mn(r, r'). (7e) 

The operators fl'v,;'IJ(r, r') in Eqs. (7) are, in general, 
model dependent; they are, however, constrained to 
have certain integrals and moments vanishing. These 
constraints arise as the explicit TI'V dependence on 
the right sides of Eqs. (7) is precisely such as to yield 
Eqs. (4) when integrating (or taking first moments) 
over r or r' [and, of course, yields Eqs. (2, 3) when 
integrated over both variables]. Thus, for 

fOO,OO(r, r') = -foo.oO(r', r), 

we must have in general that 

J darfoo.oO(r, r') = 0 = J d3rxkfoo.oO(r, r'). 

Relations (7) do not form an algebra, partly because 
of the f, partly because no condition from the Poincare 
relations is available to specify [Tkl, Tmn] in a model 
independent way. We are, of course, assured by the 
earlier discussion that, upon integration of Eqs. (7), 
the right sides will be expressible in terms of the 
11'v. We may now ask if this is also the case for Eqs. 
(7) themselves? The condition (PV) = -Art" clearly 
ensures that Eqs. (7a)-(7d) hold also in terms of 11'v. 
However, Eq. (7e) changes form, by a term 

"""A«(Jmn(Jkl _ (Jmk(Jnl _ (Jm/(Jnk)ol(J(r - r') 

when pv is replaced by Tl'v + Ar;l'v. This difference 
has a vanishing integral over r and a vanishing 
antisymmetric first moment; hence it can be absorbed 

8 Some of these relations are given in Refs. 2 and 3. 

into the fOk,mn(r, r') term, leaving a formally identical 
expression for the model-independent stress-tensor 
parts in terms of the 11'v together with an appropriately 
redefined fOk,mn(r, r'). We will see, in fact, in terms of 
the spectral form for ([PV(x), TM(X')]), that a sum 
rule relates certain integrals of spectral functions for 
(Tmn) and (fOk,mn) or, equivalently, these integrals to 
(fmn) and the redefined (fOk,mn). 

IV. SPECTRAL FORM OF VACUUM 
COMMUTATORS 

If the TI'V(x) are local operators and transform as 
tensors under proper Lorentz transformations, the 
vacuum expectation of the stress tensor commutators 
can be given a Lehmann-KalIen representation. 9 For 
an arbitrary conserved symmetric second-rank tensor, 
there are two independent weight functions specifying 
the vacuum commutator; 

(01 [PV(x), T"IJ(x')] 10) 

= L" dS{P2(S)[{jl'J.e vIJ + el'IJevJ. - iel'VeM
] 

+ poe"Ve'IJ}Ll(x - x', s), (8) 

where el'v == r;I'V - S-IOI'OV is conserved [i.e., ovel'V X 

Ll(x, s) = 0] and Ll(x - x', s) is the causal propagator 
with the property that Ll(x - x', s) = 0 and 

oOLl(x - x', s) = i(J(r - r') 

for XO = x'o. The functions P2(S) and Po(s), repre
senting the contributions of intermediate states of 
mass s! and spin 2 and 0 respectively are nonnegative 
if the Hilbert space metric is positive definite. Io 

The only non vanishing equal-time commutators 
are those with an odd number of temporal indices 
[since Ll(x, s) is odd in XO]: 

(01 [TOO(r), YOk(r')] 10) 

= - i 50
00 

ds s-2[tpls) + Po(s)]( - V2)ok(J(r - r') (9a) 

(01 [TOk(r), Tlnn(r')] 10) 

= - i 50 00 

ds{ s-Ipls)(omkonl + (Jnk(Jml _ j(Jkl(Jmn) 

X 01(J(r - r') + s-lpo(s)(Jkl(JmnOI(J(r - r') 

+ S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)]( _okomon)(J(r - r')}. (9b) 
---

• There are systems which violate these assumptions. For zero 
mass fields with spin ~%; the Lorentz transformations induce 
additional gauge transformations on 1'l'v [see Ref. 5, and C. M. 
Bender and B. M. McCoy, Phys. Rev. 148, 1375 (1966)]. and so the 
latter do not transform as Lorentz tensors. There are, however no 
restrictions on the singularity of the (TI'V(x)TJ.IJ(x'» function. If the 
Wightman function exists. then the spectral form does also' see 
K. Bardacki and B. Schroer, J. Math. Phys. 7, 10 (1966). ' 

10 This condition includes the radIation gauge formulation of 
electrodynamics which possesses a positive definite metric and a 
gauge invariant stress tensor. 
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Comparing the equal-time forms with Eqs. (7) and 
using (TIlV) = -Art", we find first, from the vanishing 
components, that 

(1'00,00) = 0 = (TOO,mn) = 0 = (TOm,On), (lOa) 

while Eq. (9a) yields 

(fOk.OO(r, r'» = - So'" ds S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)] 

X (_V2)oko(r - r'). (lOb) 

The right side of Eq. (9b) has both a oko(r - r,) and 
a okomono(r - r') part, and so must (fOk,mn(r, r'». 
Equating first derivatives yields a sum rule between s: ds S-lP2(S), S: ds S-lpO(S), A, and the oko(r - r') 
part of (fOk,mn), or, alternatively, between these 
integrals and the redefined (fOk,mn). The part of 
(fOk,mn) which is proportional to okomono(r - r') 
satisfies 

(fOk,mn(r, r'» = fX

) ds S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)] 

x okolomo(r - r'). (toc) 
Note that the (o)30(r - r') terms in both (fOO,Om) and 
(fOk,mn) involve the same nonnegative integral 

So 00 ds S-2[tp2(S) + Po(s)]. 

Equations (10) are, for our purposes, the most 
important consequences of the spectral relations (9). 
They imply that singular Schwinger terms4 propor
tional to (a)30(r - r') must be present in the operator 
relations, Eqs. (7b) and (7e), if the operator pv itself 

is not to vanish. For, since P2 and Po are separately 
nonnegative, they would each have to vanish if the 
(o)30(r - r') terms in Eqs. (10) were absent. However, 
we could then conclude from the Wightman product 
corresponding to Eq. (8), that (PV(x)T'-"(x'» = 0, 
and hence (since pv is Hermitian) that TM(x) 10) = O. 
This follows from the fact that the Wightman product 
differs from Eq. (8) only by the replacement of 
~(x - x', s) by ~<+)(x - x', s), but has the same 
spectral functions. But, by the Federbush-lohnson 
theorem,ll TIlV itself must vanish (as an operator) if 
PV(x) 10) vanishes.12 Thus, positive Hilbert space 
metric, positive energy spectrum, proper Lorentz co
variance and locality by themselves require the 
presence of singular terms in foo,om and fOk,mn, i.e., in 
the commutators of Eqs. (7b) and (7e). As in the case 

11 P. Federbush and K. Johnson, Phys. Rev. 120, 1926 (1960). 
The essential point is that any local operator which ann1hilates the 
vacuum must vanish identically. See also R. F. Streater and A. S. 
Wightman, peT, Spin and Statistics and All That (W. A. Benjamin, 
Inc., New York, 1964), Chap. 4. 

12 This derivation is quite similar to that used elsewhere for vector 
cu,rents: D. G. Boulware and S. Deser, Phys. Letters 22, 99 (1966); 
Phys. Rev. 151, 1278 (1966). 

of currents, naive application of canonical commuta
tion or anticommutation relations, even for free spin 
0, t, or 1 fields yield, paradoxically, no Schwinger 
terms. Hence, the singular operator Til V must be 
redefined, in analogy with the procedure for currents, 
as the limit of a nonlocal TIlV in which the constituent 
field operators are separated by a space like distance 
and the commutators evaluated before taking the 
limit. This prescription does yield nonvanishing 
(o)30(r - r') contributions, at least for free systems 
whose TIlV are bilinear in the fields. For interacting 
fields, TIlV contains, of course, higher powers of field 
operators. This case has not been investigated, but 
it seems likely that the essence of the problem resides 
in the kinematical free field parts. 

V. METRIC DEPENDENCE AND STRESS
TENSOR COMMUTATORS 

We discuss here the general dependence of the 
stress tensor on a weak external metric gllv; our treat
ment is essentially a generalization of the analysis of 
the second paper of Ref. 2, which treated the case of 
a weak external goo (this being sufficient for the [TOO, 
roO] commutator). These considerations bring out 
some properties of the functions f of Eqs. (7), con
stituting, in fact, a derivation of the latter equations. 
We also remark on a more specific problem: the de
pendence on an arbitrary metric of the stress tensor 
for local dynamical fields. The dependence on the 
four components gov' needed to evaluate the right 
sides of Eqs. (7), is explicitly exhibited for fields of 
spin ::;; 1, and seen to be in accord with the require
ments for a Hamiltonian formulation of the coupled 
matter and gravitational fields. 

We begin with the definition of the stress tensor of 
a dynamical system as the coefficient of the variation 
of an external metric in the generally covariant form 
of its action13 according to 

oWM = f dxlogll.(x)lr(x), 

where 'bIlV(x) is the metric dependent symmetric tensor 
density. Thus a general matrix element in a prescribed 
classical external gllv obeys 

-2i[o(a I b)/ogll.(x)] = (al '(JIlV(X) Ib) (lla) 

and a second variation then yields the stress-tensor 
correlation function 

2[o(al 'bIlV(x) Ib)/og;.,,(x')] = i (al [T:;IlV(X)'bM(x'»)+ Ib) 

+ 2 (al o'(JIlV(x)/og;.ix') Ib). (llb) 

13 A complementary problem is the use of prescribed external 
Tllv in probing the properties of a dynamical metric field, which has 
been discussed by the authors, Nuovo Cimento 30, 1009 (1963). 
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The last tena takes into account the explicit g)." 
dependence of '(J1l' (in analogy with terms bjlljbA;. 
in electrodynamics2). Note the reciprocity 

b'(J/'(X)jbg).,,(x') = b'(JAa(x')jbgJl.(x). 

The conservation law for '(J1l' is now the covariant one, 

'(J1l'; v == '(J/', V + '(Japr~/J = O. (12) 

If we vary a matrix element of this equation, we 
obtain from 

bjbgAa (al'(JIl'; v Ib) == 0 

and from Eqs. (11) and (12), the relation 

Ov (al i['(JIl'(x)'(JAa(x')]+ Ib) + 0. (a12 b'(JIl'(X) Ib) 
bg).a(x') 

br" (x) + 2 ali (al 'r;ap(x) Ib) 
bg)..,(x') 

r " 2 b (al'l?P(x) Ib) + ap = O. (13) 
bg).a(x') 

While relation (13) holds in the presence of an 
arbitrary metric, we are primarily interested here in 
the flat space limit gllv ---+ 'fjIlV' Then r is zero and the 
variation of r, 
br:p = - g").bg).ar:p 

+ ig"P(oabgpp + opbgpa - opbgap), (14) 

reduces to the three obg terms. We may then conclude 
from Eqs. (13) and (14) that, in the flat space limit, 

Ov{i[TIlV(X)T)..'(X')]+ + 2 b'(JIl'(~)} 
bg)..,(x) 

+ ['fj").T"V(x) + 'fj""T).V(x) - 'fjJlVT).·'(x)] 

X ovb(x - x') = O. (15) 

In Eq. (15) we have returned to the flat space tensor 
T"V (which is, of course, identical to the tensor density 
'(JJlV in the limit), except in b'(Jjbg where the distinction 
must be kept. On the other hand, the discontinuity 
of the time-ordered product at Xo = X'D now yields 

i[TOIl(X), T).a(x')]b(xO - X'D) 

= ['fj"vT).·'(x) - 'fj/J).rv"(X) - 'fj/J"Tv).(x)] 

x Ovb(X - x') - 20v[b'(J/JV(x)jbg;.a(x')]. (16) 

The absence of a [Tkl, rmn] relation here reflects the 
fact that Tkl does not obey a (partial) conservation 
law. The commutator terms arise exclusively from 
the discontinuities of the time-ordered products, which 
yield commutators when differentiated with respect to 
time in the course of applying Eq. (15). 

Equation (16) is nearly of the form of Eqs. (7) with 
20v(b'(J/Jv/bg).a) playing the role of the (model-depend
ent) ;;o/J.).a; however, the right aide of Eq. (16) contains 

explicit time derivatives of the delta function which are 
inconsistent with the equal time nature of the com
mutator. There must therefore be terms in b'(J°JJ/bg).a 
which cancel these time derivatives (there are also 
other, time local, parts of b'(Jjbg). The analysis of the 
various terms can most easily be presented by defining 
functions fl'v.Aa: 

to •• OO(x, x') = 2[blJO'(x)jbgoo(x')] 

+ TOO(x)'fj°Vb(x - x'), (17a) 

to •. om(x, x') = 2[blJO'(x)jbgom(x')] 

+ TOO(x)'fjvmb(x - x'), (17b) 

tov.mn(x, x') = 2[olJOV(x)jbgmn(x')] 

+ [TOm(x)'fjvn + Ton(x}rJvm _ Tom(x)'fj0v] 

x b(x - x'), (17c) 

tkv.om(x, x') = 2[b'(JkV(X)jbgom(x')] 

+ [TOk(x)'fjvm + TOV(x)'fjkm] 

X b(x - x'), (17d) 

tkv.mn(x, x') = 2[o'(Jk'(x)/ogmn(x')]. (17e) 

The 1"'·)."(X, x') are symmetric, 

tIlV·)..,(x, x') = t)."·/J'(x', x) 

and, comparing with Eqs. (7), we have the relation 

ovt/Jv;Aa(x, x') = fOIl·).a(x, x') (18) 

As an example of how these equations are derived, 
we consider Eq. (17a). Equation (16) states that 

i[TOO(x), TOO(x')]o(xO - X'D) 

= 2]'Ok(X)OkO(X - x') + TOO(x)ooo(x - x') 

- 20o[blJOO(x)jogoo(x')] - 20k[olJOk (X)/ogoo(x')]. 

Then, the definition 

2[0'(JOO(x)/bgoo(x')] = TOO(x)b(x - x') + too.OO(x, x') 

explicitly cancels the undesirable TOO(x)ooo(x - x') 
term. To see whether a similar redefinition is needed 
for the olJO/c(x)/ogoo(x') term, consider 

i[yDk(X), roo(x')]b(xO - X'D) 

= TOO(X)OkO(X - x') - 20v[b'(Jkv(X)/ogoo(x')]. 

Clearly, none is required, since there are no explicit 
000 terms on the right. Thus, we arrive at Eq. (17a), 

tOV,OO(x, x') = 2[olJO·,OO(x)/bgoo(x')] 

and obtain the expression 

i[roo(x). roo(x')]b(xO - X'D) 

+ T"'(x}rJ°Vb(x - x') 

= [YOk(X) + YOk(x')]o/cb(x - x') - o.to.,OO(x, x') 

(19) 
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A similar analysis yields the remainder of Eqs. (17) 
together with the analogs of Eq. (19). 

The f of Eqs. (7) are antisymmetric. fl'v.l,,(X, x') = 
_fM,I'V(X', x), hence, using Eq. (18), the symmetry of 
the t, the antisymmetry of the T, and the integral 
conditions which enforce the vanishing of the mo
ments of f, the following expressions are obtained. 

(20a) 

tOk.OO(x, x') = OIO:"O~[~I,mn(x, x') - ooo"l,mn(x, x')], 

(20b) 

tOk,om(x, x') = OIO~[~I,mn(x, x') + Hoo - o~) 

X T~I,mn(x, x') + ooo~d<"mn(x, x')], 
(2Oc) 

too,mn(x, x') = -OkO&T~I,mn(x, x') - i(oo + 30~) 
X ~I,mn(x, x') - 0~2d<I,mn(x, x')], 

tOk,mn(x, x') = _O,[T:1,mn(x, x') + O~(T~I,mn(x, x') 

+ Hoo - o~}rT,mn(x, x') 

(20d) 

(20e) 

tk1.mn(x, x') = ~I.mn(x, x') + Hoo - o~YaI.mn(x, x') 

+ ooo~HI.mn(x, x') + Hoo - o~) 

X T~l.mn(x, x')] + o~0~2o"'.m"(x, x'), 

(20f) 

where akl.mn(x, x'), T~I.mn (x, x'), and T!,·mn (x, x') 
are symmetric under ~!'mn(x, x') ~ Tm.n·kl(X', x) and 
T3 and Tl are antisymmetric. Furthermore, 

We have inferred from the integral statements 
U d3rfOk.mn(x, x'), for example] that fOk.mn(x, x') = 
O(Tlk.mn(x, x'). This conclusion holds if T(x, x') is 
local, as we assume here. For then, the matrix element, 

(pi f(x, x') 10) 

= exp (-i)pHx + x')! pn)(p)o(n)(x - x'), 
n 

where (PI is an arbitrary state (by the Federbush
Johnson theorem, we do not need to consider more 
general matrix elementsll), is a finite sum of deriva
tives of o(x - x'). Then the Fourier transform with 
respect to x at x' = 0 is !n[i(k + !p)]'1:~I, a finite 
polynomial in k. If S d3rf(x, x') = 0, then the leading 
term must be k, and we can re-express fO'" as Olfl ,. '. 

For f oo.oo we can similarly conclude that .:;:00.00 = 
0;"O:Oko1rI'l.mn. If the T's are nonlocal,9 the argument 
breaks down and one can no longer assume the deriv
ative form in all cases. 

Equations (16)-(18) and Eq. (20) may then be used 
to determine the equal-time commutators 

i[roo(x), roo(x')]o(XO - X'D) 

= [yDk(X) + yDk(X')]OkO(X - x') 

- OkOIO:"O~~I,mn(X, x'), (21a) 
i[roo(X), TOm(x')]O(XO - X'D) 

= [Tm!(x) + TOO(X')Oml]OIO(X - x') 

- OkOIO~[T:I.m"(X, x') - Hoo + o~)T~I,mn(X, x')], 

(21b) 
i[TOO(x). Tmn(x')]O(XO - X'D) 

= [-OOTmn(x) + Tom(x')On + TOn(x')Om]O(X - x') 

+ OkOI[T~I.mn(X, x') + (00 + o~)T:l.mn(X, x') 

- Hoo + 0~)2T~I.mn(X, x')], (21c) 
i[TOk(x), TOm(x')]O(XO - X,o) 

= [TOm(X)Ok + TOk(X')Offl]O(X - x') 

- OIO~T:I,ffln(X, x'), (21d) 

i[yDk(X), Tmn(x')]O(XO - X'O) 

= [Tmn(X)Okl _ TlnOmk - TlmOnk]OIO(X - x') 

- OZ[T:
,
•mll(X, x') - Hoo + O~)~I.mn(X, x')]. (21e) 

This is the most general form of the stress-tensor 
commutation relations consistent with the Poincare 
algebra and locality. The form of the relations has 
been obtained here from the metric dependence of 
1:)I'V, the Ti functions representing model-dependent 
parts. The structures are consistent with the time 
locality of the commutators since time derivatives only 
occur in the combination 00 + o~ which cannot 
generate any derivatives of a delta function O(XO - x'O), 
but only the time derivative (or commutator with 
PO) of the operator coefficient of the delta function. 
Hence, we conclude that the functions Ti must be 
local in time. There is no such direct requirement on 
a since it does not appear in any of the commutators. 
These statements do not imply that 1:)I'V is independent 
of time derivatives of g)..u' but only restrict the form 
of the dependence to that implicit in Eqs. (17) and 
(20). The spectral functions ensure that T2 and T4 cannot 
be zero. Their vacuum expectation values must be 

OkOIO~(T~I.mn(x. x'» 

= 1" dSS-2[!P2(S) + po(s)]V20mb(x - x'), (22a) 

0z(T:z.mn(x, x'» 

= - 50"" ds{s-lp2(S)[Offlkonz + omZbnk 
- ibmnb1k

] 

+ s-lpo(s)okZomn}ozo(x - x'} 

+ 50"" dSS-2(tp2(S) i- po(s)]okomono(x - x'). (22b) 
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The time derivative terms cannot contribute in the 
vacuum, since they are commutators with po, hence 
only the above terms survive if we express the relations 
in terms of T. Th~ single derivative term is highly 
model dependent and occurs "classically" in the spin 
i case, for example. 

The general results embodied in Eq. (16) and the 
subsequent form Eq. (21) determine the equal-time 
commutators once the metric dependence (both 
classical and quantum) of the stress tensor of a partic
ular system is known. It is interesting that for an 
important class of systems, namely local dynamical 
fields of low spin (::;; 1), this dependence (more pre
cisely, its classical part) can be inferred explicitly in a 
uniform way. One takes the field's flat space action 
in terms of canonical variables14 (7T A , CPA) and expresses 
it in a generally covariant form. It is then possible to 
redefine the canonical variables in the presence 
of guv such that the flat space canonical form 

W"u = f dxLI 7T.i)oCPA - Je(7T.l' CPA; 1])] (23) 

only changes by Je(7T, cP; 1]) ----+ Je(7T, cP, g). This may 
be accomplished14 essentially by defining 7T A so as 
to absorb the (-g4)! of the volume element. 

The energy density Je now takes the form 

Je( 7TA' CPA; g) = - N eg( 7TA, CPA, gil) 

- Nie~( 7T A , CPA' gil) 

in terms of the convenient notation Ni == gOi, 
Ni == 3gi i N;, N == (_gOO)-! = (NiNi - goo)!, where 
the contravariant metric 3gi j is the inverse of the spatial 
part of gp.v: 3giigjk = bi. The fundamental point is 
that the e~ are functions only of the spatial components 
and not of the gop., the full dependence on the latter 
being through the linear coefficients N, Ni. In the flat 
space limit, the e~ are just the energy momentum 

14 These results arise from the canonical analysis of coupled 
gravitational and matter fields: R. Arnowitt, S. Oeser, and C. W. 
Misner, J. Math. Phys. 1,434 (1960), and Phys. Rev. 120, 313 (1960) 
for derivations and explicit examples (including the Maxwell field). 
For the canonical form of the spinor field (which is somewhat more 
complicated, involving essentially derivative coupling to the metric) 
see T. W. B. Kibble, J. Math. Phys. 4, 1433 (1963). Higher spin cases, 
where the constraints among matter field components complicate 
matters are dealt with in their goo dependence, which is relevant to 
the [TOO, T"0] relation in Ref. 2. Here, the process of eliminating 
constraints to reach canonical form in terms of the independent 
modes may bring in more metric dependence than that given in the 
text for low spins. In particular, the eo may acquire N, N; depend
ence when expressed in terms of the reduced variables. In view of the 
subsequent discussion, this may be regarded as a strong argument 
against the physical significance of elementary higher spin systems; 
for the latter would then not have the desired property of a system in 
time development from a given set of Caudy data, the energy 
momentum density being dependent at any instant on the physically 
meaningless choice of coordinates N, N;, as well as on the dynamical 
variables. This would also raise analogous difficulties in the Einstein 
cODstraintequations R,. = -Ke~. 

density components. Thus, for the Maxwell field, 
_FlO - l.g-!(g (€i€i + [f,i[f,i)] eo - € €i[f,k and 

I) - 2 ii , i-ilk , 

€i = (-g4)tFOi, [f,i = €iikdjAk' The correct variables 
here are the contravariant densities €i and [f,i while 
g is the three-dimensional determinant and -g4 
represents the four-dimensional one. 

Now, if one varies the combined Einstein-matter 
action, 

W= WE + WM , WE = K-1fdx(-g4)tR 

the quantities e~ are precisely the sources of the G~ 
components of the Einstein tensor, referred to a time 
constant surface. For WE itself may be written in the 
form14 

WE = f dX[7TiJdogij - NRo(7Tij
, gij) - N'R;(7Ti i, gu)], 

the R" being linear combinations of the G~ and 
depending only on go and its conjugate variable 7Tii 

but not on Nor N i . The four equations R" = -Ke~ 
are in fact the four constraint equations corresponding 
to V· E =)0 in electrodynamics and e~ are then 
clearly linear combinations of the correct energy 
momentum density source of the Einstein field. 

The energy momentum density e~ depends only, 
as it must for a correct formulation of the initial value 
problem (Cauchy data), on quantities which transform 
as tensors under coordinate transformations within 
the t = const surface and are invariant under coordi
nate transformations off the surface, namely on 7T A, 

CPA, and gii' The gauge quantities N, Ni (or, equiva
lently, the gop.) , on the other hand, are altered by 
coordinate changes off the surface (they correspond 
to the gauge variable AO in electrodynamics) which is 
why they are not desirable in a correct e~ .14 

The e~ may now be used to evaluate the stress
density bp.· defined according to WM = ! S dxbgp.vb"·, 
which enters in the general commutation relations. 
The e~ and bOp. are not identical since they are the 
coefficients of (N, Ni) and (goo, gOi)' respectively, in 
the action. Thus we find from -!b"· = bJe/bg,JV that 

bOo = _ N-1eg, bOi = 3gii[e~ + Ni N-1eg], (24) 

which gives the explicit dependence of the bOp., for 
example, on gop. and thus also defines the ("classical" 
part of) ob°P./OgJ,.a' Note that in the limit gp.v = 1]p.v 
the bOY and e°P. coincide. However, in computing the 
bb/bg terms, the relations (24) must be used. For 
fields of spin ::;; 1, including electrodynamics, these 
results (which hold for arbitrary g) may be used to 
calculate the [TOP., TAa] relations. They agree with 
direct calculations using canonical commutation 
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relations and keeping gil" = 'Y)1l".15 One may also 
recover the results of Ref. 2 for a weak external goo. 
In particular these forms imply that there are no 
additional 7'00.00 terms in the [TOO, roO] relations for low 
spins. 

We emphasize that the general metric dependence 
obtained here is the classical one and does not include 
the purely quantum dependence on the metric which 
is required to yield the Schwinger terms. Indeed, 
there is here a curious contrast to the situation for 
currents. There,12 "classical" dependence of the 
current on the corresponding external field (e.g., the 
Maxwell field) mayor may not be present, depending 
on whether or not the system has spin t. If there is 
classical (A2) dependence, it automatically gives rise to 
Schwinger type terms. Here, on the other hand, there 
is always classical metric dependence on 'bll ", irre
spective of spin, but this dependence turns out never 
to be sufficient to yield Schwinger terms (at least for 
spin ~ 1). Thus, for all fields, one must redefine 'bll " 

as the limit of a spatially nonlocal operator to obtain 
the terms. 

In our framework, involving an external (or 
dynamical) metric, one must simultaneously insert 
an appropriate quantum metric dependence in this 
redefined 'bll ". The necessity for this prescription may 
also be inferred either from general covariance (for 
a "split" 'bll " without extra dependence no longer 
transforms as a coordinate tensor) or, in terms of a 
dynamical gravitational field, along lines similar to 
those of Ref. 12 for currents coupled to a Bose field. 
The Schwinger terms will then correspond to the non
classical part of t5'bjt5g. The elaboration of these 
remarks regarding the nonclassical metric dependence 
and nonlocal 'bll" constitutes a separate program, 
which we do not pursue here. 

Some general conclusions may be drawn, however, 
from the ;)3t5 nature of the Schwinger terms, together 
with the fact that they must arise from Ojt5'bij jt5goo or 
0i(t5'b°ijt5g0j) and op'bii jt5gkl) in [TOO, TOj] and 
[ro i , Tkl], respectively. There must be at least the 
following nonclassical dependence: 'b0i[OZzgOi], 
'boO[o~lgmn]' and 'bij[o~lgmn]' and 'bij[O~lgOO' o~lgmn]' 

An alternate argument leading to these dependences 
in the lJ/.t" is as follows. In electrodynamics, [l,l] ¥= ° 
and Gauss's equation V • E = jO implies that [EL,f] ¥= 
0, where EL is the longitudinal electric filed. Lorentz 
invariance then requires that the transverse part ET 
also fail to commute, i.e., that [ET,j] ¥= 0, ami hence 
that j = j(AT). Similarly the constraint equations 
G! = -I(T~ require that [~, TOi], [G?, roO] and 

16 Explicit calculations on these questions have been carried out 
by J. Trubatch (unpublished). 

[G~, Tkl] not vanish. In the linearized approximation, 
where Gg ~ y2gij and G? '" rrij,j Lorentz invariance 
then requires that 'b0i depend on the variables rrij 

conjugate to gij which means in particular that it 
involves o~lgOj (since rrij is by its definition propor
tional to gOi,j)' Likewise 'bOO and 'bkl must depend on 
o~lgij' It is hoped to return to these questions else
where. 

VI. SUMMARY 

We have examined a number of consistency con
ditions on the commutation relation among the 
Poincare generators and the stress-tensor compo
nents in local field theory. In particular, the apparent 
difficulty that, while the right sides of such relations 
should vanish in vacuum, they actually involve the 
un subtracted (nonvanishing in vacuum) stresses or 
their integrals, was resolved by the Lorentz covariance 
requirement that (P") = -Atr. The latter ensured 
that the right side could simultaneously satisfy both 
these apparently contradictory conditions. 

The general form of the equal-time stress-tensor 
commutation relations compatible with the Poincare 
algebra was exhibited, and compared with the 
Lehmann-Kallen representation16 for 

(01 [P"(x), TAO"(x')] 10). 

The latter depends only on the locality and Lorentz 
transformation properties of Tllv, and involves two 
nonnegative weight functions for conserved TIlV when 
the Hilbert space metric is positive. The main result 
of the spectral representation (and hence a conse
quence of only locality, proper Lorentz covariance, 
positive energy spectrum, and positive Hilbert space 
metric) was the necessary existence of Schwinger 
terms, of the form oat5(r - r') in the equal-time com
mutators [YOO(r), yom(r')], and [YOk(r), rmn(r')]. 

Paradoxically, straightforward calculations from 
canonical commutation relations (even for free fields) 
yields neither Schwinger terms nor the covariant form 
A'Y)/.tv for (T/.t V

). If the stress tensor is defined as the 
limit of a spatially nonlocal operator, the Schwinger 
terms required by the spectral forms appear. However, 
this prescription does not simultaneously reinstate the 
covariance of (PV). We have been able to achieve the 
latter only by extremely artificial means, such as 
regularization with indefinite weight functions which 
would probably introduce negative energy states or a 
limiting process in which the spacelike separation was 
not along a t = const surface. Thus, while it is likely 

16 The Lehmann-Kallen representation is, of course, valid only in 
the flat space limit g --->-'Y}. We have used the more general metric as 
a device for studying the flat space limit, but many of our results 
will be reflected in the full nonlinear theory. 
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that the singularity of the strictly local product is 
responsible both for loss of Lorentz covariance and 
the Schwinger paradox, a unified prescription for 
removing both problems has not been found. Inci
dentally, the above difficulties are most apparent in 
the vacuum expectation values, since the operator 
products are most singular when associated with 
creation and annihilation of excitations at the same 
point. For a free field, however, it is possible to cal
culate (01 PV(x)Tla(x') 10) for unequal times. This 
form is manifestly covariant (with the exception of 
the (01 P' 10)(01 Tla 10) terms) and satisfies the 
Lehmann-Kallen representation. If this is used to 
calculate the commutators ([P', Tl.a]), we find that 
the right sides have all the requisite properties in the 
vacuum. It is, of course, impossible to calculate 
<TpV) = -Arr by this method, but it does establish 
the form for (TpV). It is clear from the discussion in 
Sec. II that Tpv rather than TPV is the tensor, otherwise 
J would have to be expressed in terms of T rather than 
T. The source of the difficulty can be understood 
somewhat better by considering the case of a free 
spin 0 field. The term from which the trouble stems 
is </>P(x)c/>V(x), which must be written 

</>P(x + M)c/>V(x - l~) == PV(x, ~). 
Then 
i[TPV(x, ~), Ji.O'] 

= (xi.a: - x"a!)TPV(x, ~) + gPi.T"V(x, ~) 

- gP"Ti.\x, e) + gVi.TP"(x, e) - gvaTPi.(x, e) 

+ (eo; - ~"o:)TPV(x, ~). 

In the limit e -+ 0, the last term never appears; how
ever, in the vacuum expectation value, that term is 
essential for the proper covariance, even in the limit 
e -+ O. Thus, the noncovariance of 

TPV(x) = lim TPv(x, e), 

is due to extra terms which are not transformed 
properly as e -+ O. Once these terms are subtracted, 
the remainder Tpv does transform correctly. 

We have further exhibited the dependence of the 
stress tensor on gpv which is forced by the structure 
constants of the Poincare algebra and compatible 
with the most general additional "nonalgebra" terms. 
These considerations are consistent with the (classical) 
explicit metric dependence of 'GPV which was obtained 
in the generally covariant canonical formulation of 
matter fields of spin ~ 1. 

The nonlocal prescription for 'GPv requires, in 
order to maintain general covariance, that explicit 
dependence on the metric be inserted into the "spread" 
'GPv, which would otherwise no longer transform as a 

tensor under general coordinate transformations. 
Now, by direct calculation15 in terms of canonical 
commutation relations with gp. = 'YIpv, spreading the 
points in 'G'" is actually sufficient to produce terms 
proportional to (o)3b(r - r') in the [roo, rom] and 
[rok

, Tmn] commutators. In the presence of an external 
metric (orin terms of the general b'G/bg), the additional 
metric dependence must of course be used. The 
specific form of this dependence {which corresponds 
to the definition 

rex) = eijj{x + E)yl' exp [ie J.,'*dYpA"(Y)'P(X)] 

in electrodynamics} and the (presumed) consistency 
of the general covariance and Schwinger term require
ments are separate questions which we have not 
studied in detail here. We have only given necessary 
conditions of the dependence of 'GP' on second 
derivatives of gpv . 

However, from purely geometrical considerations, 
it may be shown that the necessary nonclassical 
dependence on the metric appears in restoring the 
coordinate tensor nature of the "split" TPv. say 
</>ix + E)c/>v(X), by use of parallel transfer to make it 
a tensor at one point. An operator P D(x, x')v such 
that P D(x, x').</>V{x' ) is a vector at x may be defined 
and is essentially a path integral over the affinity 

PD(x, x'). = P{exp [i~ dy«r,,.{y)Jtv· 
It is hoped to return to this elsewhere. 

Some speculations on the role of these terms when 
the gravitational field itself is dynamical and quantized 
may be of interest, however. In electrodynamics, the 
additional Ap dependence ensures the preservation 
of gauge invariance in at least two situations.17 The 
first is in the maintenance of zero photon self-mass 
in the closed loop diagram, the second the elimination 
of finite, but gauge dependent, terms in the "box" 
diagram (scattering of light by light). Similarly, it may 
be that some of the difficulties encountered in re
normalizing the interaction of a scalar field with the 
quantized Einstein field can be avoided if the correct 
form for 'Gpv[g] is employed. In electrodynamics, 
where the current correlation function b(j)/bA differs 
from the time-ordered product i«jj)+> by the explicit 
dependence (bj/bA),18 the additional term is needed 
both for covariance and for charge conservation. 

11 D. G. Boulware, Phys. Rev. 151, 1024 (1966). 
18 See Ref. 2, K. A. Johnson, Nucl. Phys. 31, 464 (1962); L. S. 

Brown, Phys. Rev. 150, 1338 (1966). The additional dependence 
discussed here mayor may not be reflected in the Feynman rules 
of the resultant theory; this question can only be decided by a 
detailed analysis of the role of the extra terms. 
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The latter property ensures a vanishing photon self 
mass. It seems likely that there is a closed analogy in 
our case, where (covariant) conservation requires the 
explicit b'b/bg term of Eq. (lIb); a nonconserved 
correlation function would correspond to a graviton 
mass (in the language of the linearized theory at 
least). There are probably also terms in the graviton
graviton scattering through virtual matter pairs with 
difficulties similar to those of the box diagram in 
quantum electrodynamics. Certainly, unless the 
metric dependence is inserted, no interaction is 
possible with the gravitational field at all, just as the 
exp (ie S dy",A"') term is essential for a nonvanishing 
current in electrodynamics. Another interesting prob-
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lem has to do with the resulting lack of commutation, 
at equal times, between the matter 'b"'v and the 
gravitational field variables. For, just as in electro
dynamics, where [E, j] fails to vanish as a consequence 
of the A dependence of j, the corresponding com
mutators between 'b"'v and the canonical Einstein 
variables will be nonzero. Since the Einstein equations 
are nonlinear, the computation of this noncommuta
tivity is not so direct as for vector currents coupled 
to, say, a spin one field l2 ; also it is presumably neces
sary to split the points in the nonlinear terms of the 
Einstein equations (which correspond to the 'b"'V of the 
gravitational field) in order to avoid similar paradoxes 
for the Einstein field itself. 
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Kerr's metric is often said to describe the geometry exterior to a body whose mass and rotation are 
measured by Kerr's parameters m and a, respectively, even though no interior solution is known. In this 
paper we give an interior solution valid in the limit when the rotation parameter a is sufficiently small 
so that terms of higher power than the first are negligible, but the mass parameter m is allowed to be 
large. This is accomplished by bringing Kerr's exterior metric into the form of the metric for a slowly 
rotating mass shell. Also, the connection is found between Kerr's parameters and the physical param
eters characterizing the rotating body. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N 1963, Kerrl gave the exact stationary but not 
static exterior solution to Einstein's equations: 

m is the mass parameter. Since the appearance of 
Kerr's paper there has been a search for an interior 
solution. If any interior solution exists, there must 
in particular be interior solutions in the case when a 
is sufficiently small that terms of higher power than 
the first in a can be neglected. The purpose of this 
paper is to provide such an interior solution which 
matches the Kerr solution at a radius ro to first order 
in a, but for any m whose gravitational radius does not 
exceed roo 

ds2 = "L(d(}2 + sin2 () d¢2) 

+ 2(dU + a sin2 () d¢)(dr + a sin2 () d¢) 

- (1 - 2mr"L-l )(dU + a sin2 () d¢)2, (I) 
where 

U= f+ R, 

(2) 

(3) 

and m and a are constants. Kerr claims that this metric 
(1) is the metric exterior to a rotating body. The 
parameter a is related to the rate of rotation, and 

• Atomic Energy Commission, Postdoctoral Fellow. 
1 R. Kerr, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 237 (1963). 

This is accomplished in Sec. III via coordinate 
transformations which bring the Kerr exterior metric 
into the form of the metric for a thin slowly rotating 
mass shell.2 For completeness, the exterior and 
interior metrics associated with a thin slowly rotating 
mass shell are given in Sec. II. 

2 D R. Brill and J. M. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 143, 1011 (1966). 


